LexisNexis® Hosted Solutions with Managed Services
Case-by-case hosted solutions developed to fit the distinct needs of any litigation

Developed in response to the needs of litigation teams managing high volumes of data, LexisNexis® offers a variety of
hosting solutions that help you customize, control, and fully manage your litigation data and discovery tools in one place.

Secure, scalable case-by-case hosting and managed services solutions from LexisNexis offer:
• Significant cost savings: Eliminate costly investment in infrastructure, IT and software.
•	Speed and flexibility: Move quickly on most any case. Most hosted options can be deployed rapidly—
often within 24 – 48 hours.
•	Exceptional project management and support as needed: Project managers and technical support
professionals are available to work with you. Get as much (or as little) support as you need.
•	Experience and expertise: Industry and product experts deliver firsthand knowledge of tools, technology
and processes.
•	Secure collaboration: Multiple parties access and share case data and applications via the Internet through
a secure IP address.

Select from three secure, scalable hosting options:
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4Which hosted solution is right for your needs?
Turn the page to find out.

Choosing the right litigation data hosting and managed
services solution for your needs.
When selecting a hosted solution, consider these simple questions before you begin:

Do you need to conduct document
review?

Do you need to perform collaborative
case analysis?

If yes, select from two hosting options for document
review and production:

LexisNexis CaseCloud

1.	LexisNexis Hosted FYI

Access our classic Concordance software from
a secure IP Web address:
•	Ideal for cases with small to midsize data sets
and standard review needs
•	Electronic data is converted to a TIFF image while
text and metadata are extracted into a search
•	Get dedicated data and Concordance review
software support

	When your caseload gets too heavy, rely on our team
of experts to supplement your internal resources. This
solution allows you to get your review up and running
quickly—so you can get back to the courtroom.

2.	Hosted Concordance Evolution

Concordance Evolution in a secure hosted
environment delivers unprecedented speed and
power allowing you to handle even the daunting data
sets without a hiccup. With Hosted Concordance
Evolution, you’ll get:
• U
 nmatched capacity to handle even the most
system-choking data sets
•	Industry-leading performance in loading and
producing documents
•	Email threading utilizing Polaris® ET OR LexisNexis®
Email Thread technology, plus LAW PreDiscovery™
integration

•	Native viewer included—review, annotate, redact
the native image

Free your entire legal team to collaborate more
successfully with LexisNexis CaseCloud. When a case
involves multiple parties, numerous documents and vast
amounts of data, discovery can be daunting. CaseCloud
gives you the freedom you need to manage your cases
more efficiently in a private, hosted “project room” in
the cloud:
•F
 reedom from security headaches: No more
worries about opening up your firm network
to outside counsel.
•	Freedom to flex with your storage needs: Add
storage on the fly, and pay for only what you need.
•	Freedom to work the way you want: Control your
data without storage concerns and get anytime,
anywhere access.

Do you need both review and
case analysis?
CaseCloud Case Analysis and Review
environments

Choose from one of the available CaseCloud Case
Analysis and Review environments—offering your litigation
teams access to CaseMap® and Concordance software in
a secure cloud environment.

For more information on litigation hosting and
managed services solutions from LexisNexis, visit

lexisnexis.com/litigation-hostedsolutions
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